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SET RELOCATION 
 
Norstar telephone systems include an option within the system programming that 
allows for telephone sets to be unplugged and moved to another location, while 
still retaining the telephone’s extension number and programming. 
 
When set relocation is enabled telephones maintain their programming (including their extension), and can be moved 
to another location provided that the new location is an active part of the system. 
When set relocation is disabled the physical location (telephone jack) maintains the system programming.  If a 
telephone is replaced when set relocation is disabled the new telephone will acquire the old telephone’s extension 
and settings.   
For example:  Brett (x235) and Patty (x230) decide to trade offices.  They both want to keep their existing 
extensions so as to avoid confusion in call routing, so Brett goes into programming and enables set 
relocation.  Brett then unplugs his telephone and replaces it with Patty’s.  After moving all of her personal 
items Patty remembers that she needs to call her mother, so she presses a button on her telephone that she 
programmed years ago and smiles because it still works.  At the end of the day Brett goes back into 
programming and disables set relocation leaving all options as they were before he moved the telephones. 
Perform the following steps to activate/deactivate set relocation: 
 
6x16/ 8x24 KSU: 
 
Press:  Feature **266344 
Password:  266344 
 
Press:  SHOW 
 
Press:  NEXT to MISCELLANEOUS 
 
Press:  SHOW 
 
Press:  NEXT to SET RELOCATION 
 
Press:  CHANGE (this changes no to yes) 
 
Press:  RLS to end session 
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CICS/ 0x32 KSU: 
 
Press:  Feature **266344 
Password:  266344 
 
Press:  NEXT to SYSTEM PROGRAMMING 
 
Press:  SHOW 
 
Press:  NEXT to FEATURE SETTINGS 
 
Press:  SHOW 
 
Press:  NEXT to SET RELOCATION 
 
Press:  CHANGE (this changes no to yes) 
 
Press:  RLS to end session 
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